
 
 

New Zealander, Andrew Gerrie was appointed a director of Lush in 1995, becoming Chief Executive 
shortly thereafter.   In this capacity he is responsible for the development of all Lush business both 
in the UK and internationally, also working closely on all financial and investment aspects of the 
business with our overseas partners based in North America, Europe and the Far East. 
 

Andrew moved to England in 1991, becoming director of private investment group, British Ensign 
Estates Limited.  It was in this capacity that he first encountered Lush when looking to build 
Ensign’s own business outside property. Recognising an opportunity, he invested in Lush in 1994, 
joining the company as a non executive director, monitoring his own investment!    
. 

This has since paid off dividends in professional terms, with Andrew helping guide what was then 
an adventurous and ingenious beauty concept pioneering fresh, handmade cosmetics into a 
global brand. 
 

Lush‘s first shop was opened in Poole, Dorset in 1994 by Mark Constantine with a close-knit team 
with whom he has worked for some 20 years. Today, there are over 90 Lush shops in the UK and 
over 650 world-wide.  
 

Lush has adopted an approach to cosmetics retailing that is best be described as “unorthodox”. 
Self-appointed cosmetics grocers, Lush is far more a food retailer than a traditional cosmetics 
company (think hand-made, natural and fresh merchandise, butchers’ blocks, prices by weight, 
greaseproof paper wrapping and best-by dates). 
 

Come and listen to Andrew Gerrie talk about his experiences (good and not-so-good) in building a 
small “unorthodox” retailer into world-wide retail organisation. You will then be able to question 
him about the way in which he and his team have successfully developed Lush. 
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